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Abstract 

The conversion of electrical to mechanical power on a sub-centimeter scale is a key technology in many microsystems 

and energy harvesting devices. In this paper, we present a type of a capacitive energy conversion device that uses 

capillary pressure and electrowetting to reversibly convert electrical power to hydraulic power. These microhydraulic 

actuators use a high surface-to-volume ratio to deliver high power at a relatively low voltage. The capillary pressure 

generated grows linearly with shrinking capillary diameter, as does the frequency of actuation. We present the pressure, 

frequency, and power scaling properties of these actuators and demonstrate that power density scales up as the inverse 

capillary diameter squared, leading to high-efficiency actuators with a strength density exceeding biological muscle. 

Two potential applications for microhydraulics are also demonstrated: soft-microrobotics and energy harvesting [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

Conversion of electrical to mechanical power and vice versa is one of the key technologies that make the modern world 

possible. On a macroscopic scale, inductive motors and generators are ubiquitous as sources of both motion and 

electricity [3], [4]. They start our cars, convert steam energy to electricity in power plants, open doors, and power 

escalators. They work so well, and are so efficient, that on a scale above a couple of centimeters, other. Low efficiency 

is one of the reasons that microsystems such as digital light processors, inkjet printers , and microrobots tend to use 

other forms of actuation. The alternatives can be widely divided into resistive and capacitive actuators, based on the 

primary impedance mode. Some examples of resistive actuators are thermal inkjet printers, electro-osmotic pumps [6], 

and shape memory alloys [5], [6]. While very versatile, resistive actuators also tend to have low efficiency, as a large 

portion of power is lost as heat. Capacitive actuators, such as piezoelectric, MEMs comb-drives, and electrowetting 

pumps, work well on a microscale. Individual microhydraulic actuators can be arrayed in series and parallel 

configurations.  Series connections are particularly interesting as they should allow for pressure contributions from each 

actuator stage to add to a larger total pressure generated, helping to overcome the inertial limits [7]. Also since surface 

tension has a quadratic impact on Sd, it may be possible to build microhydraulic actuators based on a liquid‐metal/oil 

system, for the same D, as the ones presented here. In the future, these actuators can be combined with soft deformable 

materials or small solid hydraulic components to design powerful, scalable, and versatile systems for micro‐positioning, 

micro‐robotics, artificial muscle, and energy harvesting [8], [9]. 
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Result and Conclusion 

The pressure generated scales up linearly with decreasing capillary diameter. In addition, the frequency of actuation 

scales up linearly with decreasing capillary diameter when the following conditions are met: the capillary aspect ratio is 

held constant, the ratio of the actuator hydraulic resistance to system hydraulic resistance is held constant, and the 

inertial effects are small. Under these conditions, the hydraulic power output scales as 1/D2, and is predicted to reach 

over 20 times that of biological muscle for 1 μm diameter capillaries. In the future, these actuators can be combined 

with soft deformable materials or small solid hydraulic components to design powerful, scalable, and versatile micro-

systems for positioning, micro-robotics, artificial muscle, or energy harvesting. 
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